Commercial interiors provide designers with a unique set of opportunities and challenges. The larger scale of the project can translate to more opportunity for big design impact. Yet it is not uncommon for the build-out or renovation of a commercial space to be done under tight timelines, often while the area is still in use.

Integrated panel systems offer designers tools to create big impact with relative convenience. Decorative panels are pre-fabricated and pre-finished for ease of installation.

Reception and desking in commercial spaces is often built with HPL panels because of the material’s performance. To add style, sometimes the panels are built into metal framing.

Depending on the end use, a wide variety of decorative surface materials, including HPL, TFL, 3DL, veneer, translucent resin, routed and painted MDF, can be used within a system. In addition to traditional woodgrain, custom logos and designs can be digitally printed to add unique areas of interest.